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Stoian Sorin Mirel 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 We introduce the spectral radius r
P
(T) for a quotient bounded operator on a locally convex 
space X. Similarly to the case of bounded operator on a Banach space we prove that the Neumann 
series ∑
∞
=
+
0
1
n
n
n
λ
T
 converges to ( )T,λR , whenever >|| λ r
P
(T), and | σ (Q
P
, T) |= r
P
(T). For 
locally bounded operators on sequentially complete locally convex space we have  
| σ (T) | = | l bσ (T) | = | σ (Q, T) | = l br (T), 
and the spectral set σ (T) is compact.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
 The spectral theory for a linear on Banach space X is well developed and we have useful tools 
for use this theory. For example, the spectral radius of such operator T is defined by the Gelfand 
formula r (T)=
∞→n
lim n n ||T||  and | σ (Q,T) |= r (T). Further it is known that the resolvent ( )T,λR  is 
given by the Newmann series ∑
∞
=
+
0
1
n
n
n
λ
T
, whenever >|| λ r (T). 
 If we want to generalize this theory on locally convex space X one major difficulty is that is not 
clear which class of operators we can use, because there are several non-equivalent ways of defining 
bounded operators on X. The concept of bounded element of a locally convex algebra was introduced 
by Allan [1]. An element is said to be bounded if some scalar multiple of it generates a bounded semi 
group. 
  
 Definition 1.1. Let X be a locally convex algebra. The radius of boundness of an element ∈x X 
is the number 
( ) ( ){ }{ }boundedissetthe|0inf 1≥>= nnxx ααβ  
 
 Through this paper all locally convex spaces will be assumed Hausdorff, over complex field C, 
and all operators will be linear. If X and Y are topological vector spaces we denote by L(X,Y) 
(L(X,Y)) the algebra of linear operators (continuous operators) from X to Y 
 Any family P of seminorms who generate the topology of locally convex space X (in the sense 
that the topology of X is the coarsest whit respect to which all seminorms of  P are continuous) will be 
called a calibration on X. A calibration is characterized by the property that for every seminorms ∈p P 
and every constant 0>ε  the sets  
S ( )ε,p = ∈x{ X | ( ) ε<xp  } ,  
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constitute a neighborhoods sub-base at 0. A calibration on X will be principal if it is directed. The set 
of calibration for X is denoted by C(X) and the set of principal calibration is denoted by C 0 (X). 
Any family of seminorms on a linear space is partially ordered by relation ,, ≤ ”, where  
qp ≤    ⇔   ( )xp ( )xq≤ , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
A family of seminorms is preordered by relation ,,p ’’, where  
qp p   ⇔    there exists some 0>r  such that ( ) ( )xqrxp ≤ , for all ∈x X. 
 If qp p  and pq p , we write qp ≈ . 
 
Definition 1.2. Two families P 1  and P 2  of seminorms on a linear space are called Q-
equivalent (denoted P 1 ≈  P 2 ) provided: 
a) for each ∈1p  P1  there exists ∈2p P 2  such that  21 pp ≈ ; 
b) For each ∈2p P 2  there exists ∈1p P1  such that 12 pp ≈ . 
  
 It is obvious that two Q-equivalent and separating families of seminorms on a linear space 
generate the same locally convex topology. 
 Similary to the norm of an operator on a normed space V. Troistsky [10] define the mixed 
operator seminorm of an operator between locally convex spaces. If (X,P), (Y, Q) are locally convex 
spaces, then for each ∈qp, P the application :pqm L(X,Y)→R { }∞∪ , defined by 
pqm (T) ( )
( )
( )xp
xq
xp
T
0
sup
≠
= ,  
is called the mixed operator seminorm of  T associated with p  and q .  When X=Y and qp =  we use 
notation pˆ = ppm .        
 
 Lemma 1.3. ( [10]) If (X,P), (Y, Q) are locally convex spaces and T∈L(X,Y), then 
1) pqm (T)= ( )
( )
( )
( )xqxq
xpxp
TT
11
supsup
≤=
= , ( )∀ ∈p P, ( )∀ ∈q Q; 
2) ( ) ( ) ( )xpmxq pq TT ≤ , ( )∀ ∈x X, whenever pqm (T) ∞< . 
 
Corollary 1.4.  If (X,P), (Y, Q) are locally convex spaces and T∈L(X,Y), then  
pqm (T)= ( ) ( ) ( ){ }XT ∈∀≤> xxpMxqM ,0inf , 
whenever pqm (T) ∞< . 
 Proof.  If ∈qp, P then from previous lemma we have 
( ) ( ) ( )xpmxq pq TT ≤ , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
 If M 0>  such that  
( ) ( )xpMxq ≤T , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
then using  (1) we obtain 
pqm (T)= ( ) ( ) Mxqxp ≤= T1sup . 
  
Definition 1.5. An operator T on a locally convex space X is quotient bounded with respect to a 
calibration P∈C(X) if for every seminorm ∈p P  there exists some 0>pc such that  
( ) ( )xpcxp p≤T , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
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The class of quotient bounded operators with respect to a calibration P∈C(X) is denoted by 
Q
P
(X). 
 
Lemma 1.6. If X is a locally convex space and P∈C(X), then for every ∈p P the 
application pˆ :Q
P
(X)→R defined by  
pˆ (T)= 0inf{ >r | p (T x ) ( )xpr≤ , ( )∀ ∈x X } , 
is a submultiplicative seminorm on Q
P
(X), satisfying pˆ (I)=1. 
  
 We denote by Pˆ  the family { pˆ  | ∈p P  } . 
  
 Proposition 1.7. ( [7]) Let X is a locally convex space and P∈C(X).  
1) Q
P
(X) is a unital subalgebra of the algebra of continuous linear operators on X; 
2)  Q
P
(X) is a unital local multiplicative convex algebra (l.m.c. -algebra) with respect to the topology 
determined by Pˆ . 
3) If  P ’∈C(X) such that P ≈  P ’, then Q
P '
(X)= Q
P
(X) and Pˆ = Pˆ ’; 
4) The topology generated by Pˆ  on Q
P
(X) is finer than the topology of uniform convergence on 
bounded subsets of X. 
 
 Lemma 1.8. If X is a sequentially complete convex space, then Q
P
(X) is a sequentially 
complete m-convex algebra for all P∈C(X). 
 Proof.  Let P∈C(X) and (T n ) ⊂n Q P (X) be a Cauchy sequence. Then, for each 0>ε  and each 
pˆ ∈ Pˆ  there exists some index ∈ε,pn N such that 
   | pˆ (T n −) pˆ (T m ) ≤| pˆ (T −n T m ) ε< , ( )∀ ε,, pnmn ≥ .   (1) 
 From previous relation it follows that ( pˆ (T n )) n  is convergent sequence of real numbers, for 
each pˆ ∈ Pˆ . If ∈x X, then 
     ( ) ≤− xxp mn TT pˆ (T n -T m ) ( )xp , ( )∀ ∈p P ,    (2) 
so (T n ( x )) ⊂n X is a Cauchy sequence. But, since X is sequentially complete and separated, there 
exists an unique element ∈y X such that 
yxn =
∞→
Tlim
n
. 
 Therefore, the operator T: X →X defined by 
T ( ) =x xnTlim
n ∞→
, ( )∀ ∈x X, 
is well defined. It is obvious that T is linear operator. Using the continuity of seminorms  pˆ ∈ Pˆ  we 
have 
( ) =xp T p (
∞→n
lim T n )x =
∞→n
lim p (T n )x ≤
∞→n
lim pˆ (T n ) ( )xp = pc ( )xp , 
for all ∈x X and for each ∈p P (where pc =
∞→n
lim pˆ (T n )). This implies that T∈Q P (X). 
Now we prove that T n → T in Q P (X). From relations (1) and (2) it follows that for each 0>ε   
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and each pˆ ∈ Pˆ  there exists ∈ε,pn N such that 
( ) ≤− xxp mn TT ε ( )xp , ( )∀ ε,, pnmn ≥ . 
so   
( ) ≤− xxp n TT ε ( )xp , ( )∀ ε,pnn ≥ , 
 This implies that  
pˆ (T −n T) ε< , ( )∀ ε,pnn ≥ . 
which prove that T n → T in Q P (X) and Q P (X) is a sequentially complete m-convex algebra. 
  
 Given (X, P), for each ∈p P  let pN  denote the null space and X p  the quotient space X pN/ . 
For each ∈p P consider the natural mapping  
p
p Nxxx +≡→  (from X to X p ). 
 It is obvious that X p  is normed space, for each ∈p P, with norm defined by  
( )xpx
pp
= , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
Consider the algebra homomorphism T →T p  of Q
P
(X) into  L(X p ) defined by  
T ( ) =pp x (T px) , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
This operators are well defined because T ( pN ) ⊂ pN . Moreover, for each ∈p P, L(X p ) is a 
unital normed algebra and we have { } ( ) ( ){ }Xfor1TsupXfor1TsupT ∈≤=∈≤= xxpxpxxx ppppppppp . 
 For ∈p P consider the normed space (X~ p , p ) the completition of (X p , p ). If 
T∈Q
P
(X), then the operator T p  has a unique continuous linear extension pT~  on (X~ p , p ). 
  
Definition 1.9. Let (X,P) a locally convex space and T∈Q
P
(X). We say that ∈λ ρ (Q
P
, T) if 
the inverse of λ I-T exists and ( λ I-T) 1− ∈Q
P
(X). 
 Spectral sets σ (Q
P
T) are defined to be complements of resolvent sets ρ (Q
P
, T). 
 For each ∈p P  we denote by σ (X p , T p )  (σ (X
~
p ,
pT~ )) the spectral set of the operator T p  in 
L(X p ) (respectively the spectral set of  pT
~
 in L(X~ p ) ). The resolvent set of the operator T p  in 
L(X p ) (respectively the spectral set of pT
~
 in L(X~ p ) ) is denoted by ρ (X p ,T p )  ( ρ (X
~
p ,
pT~ )  ). 
 
 Lemma 1.10. ( [6]) Let (X,P) be a sequentially complete convex space and T∈Q
P
(X). Then, T 
is invertible in Q
P
(X) if and only if pT~  is invertible in L(X~ p ) for all ∈p P. 
 
 Corollary 1.11. ( [6]) If (X,P) is a sequentially complete convex space and T∈Q
P
(X), then 
σ (Q
P
, T)= {∪ σ (X p , T p ) ∈p| P   }= {∪ σ (X~ p , pT~ )  ∈p| P   }.   
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2. Spectral radius of quotient bounded operators 
 
Let (X,P) be a locally convex space and T∈Q
P
(X). We said that T is bounded element of the 
algebra Q
P
(X) if it is bounded element of Q
P
(X) in the sense of G.R.Allan [1]. The class of bounded 
element of Q
P
(X) is denoted by (Q
P
(X)) 0 . 
 
Definition 2.1. If (X,P) is a locally convex space and T∈Q
P
(X) we denote by r
P
(T) the 
radius of boundness of operator T in Q
P
(X), i.e. 
r
P
(T)= )= 1|0inf{ −> αα T generates a bounded semigroup in  Q
P
(X) } . 
 We said that r
P
(T) is the P –spectral radius of the operator T.  
 
 Proposition 1.7 (3) implies that for each P ’∈C(X), P ≈  P ’, we have Q
P '
(X)=Q
P
(X), so if  H 
is a Q-equivalence class in C(X), then 
r
P
(T)= r
P '
(T), ( )∀  P,P ’∈H. 
  
Proposition 2.2. ( [1]) If X is a locally convex algebra and P ∈C (X), then for each T∈Q
P
(X) 
we have  
r
P
(T)= ( )( ) ∈
∞→
pp nn
n
|ˆsuplim{sup /1T P   } . 
 
 From real analysis we have following lemma. 
 
 Lemma 2.3.( [10]) If ( )
nn
t  is a sequence in R + { }∞∪  then 






=>=
∞→
∞→
0lim0infsuplim
n
n
n
n
n
n
t
t
ν
ν . 
 
 This lemma implies that for a bounded operator on Banach space we have 
r (T)= =
∞→
n n
n
Tlim














>  topologynorm operator  in zero to converge
T
 sequence
n
n
n
ν
ν 0inf . 
 If we consider this relation as an alternative definition of the spectral radius, then proposition 
2.2 implies that P –spectral radius of a quotient bounded operator can be considered to be natural 
generalization of the spectral radius of bounded operator on Banach space. 
 
 Proposition 2.4. If X is a locally convex space and P ∈C(X), then for each T∈Q
P
(X) we 
have: 
1) r
P
(T) 0≥  and  
r
P
( λ T) || λ= r
P
(T), ( )∀ ∈λ C, 
where by convention ∞=∞0 ; 
2) r
P
(T) +∞<  if and only if T∈(Q
P
(X)) 0 ; 
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3) r
P
(T)






=>=
∞→
0lim|0inf
n
n
n λ
λ T . 
 Proof. a) From proposition 2.2. results that for each λ∈N * , 0λ ≠ , we have 
r
P
( λ T)= ( )( )( ) 1/ˆsup{ limsup |T n n
n
p pλ
→∞
∈P   }= ( )( ) 1/ˆsup{ limsup |Tn n
n
p pλ
→∞
∈P   }= 
= ( )( ) 1/ˆ| | sup{ limsup |Tn n
n
p pλ
→∞
∈P   } || λ= r
P
(T). 
 The case 0λ =  is obviously. 
b)  This equivalence is a result of definition of P –spectral radius of the operator T. 
c)  The equality results directly from proposition 2.2 and lemma 2.3. 
 
Proposition 2.5. If X is a locally convex space and P∈C(X), then for each T∈Q
P
(X) and each 
∈p P  the sequence ( pˆ (T n )) n  is convergent and 
( )( ) 1/ˆlim Tn n
n
p
→∞
= ( )( ) 1/
1
ˆinf Tn n
n
p
≥
. 
 Proof. If there exists some 0n ∈ N
*
 such that ( )0ˆ 0Tnp = , then 
( )ˆ Tnp ( ) ( )0 0ˆ ˆ 0T Tn n np p−≤ = , ( ) 0n∀ > . 
 Therefore,  
( )( ) 1/ˆlim Tn n
n
p
→∞
= ( )( ) 1/
1
ˆinf Tn n
n
p
≥
. 
 Assume that ( )ˆ Tnp 0>  for each n∈N * . Let m∈N *  be arbitrary fixed. For each n∈N * we 
consider the relations  
( ) ( )n m q n r n= ⋅ + , 
where ( )0 r n m≤ < . Using this notations we have 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/1/ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆT T T Tn nn mq n r n mq n r nnp p p p+  = ≤ ≤   
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1/ 1/ 1//ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆT T T Tn n nq n nmq n r n r nmp p p p≤ ≤ , 
so 
( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/ˆ ˆlimsup T Tn n m m
n
p p
→∞
≤ . 
 Since m∈N
*
 is arbitrary fixed, from previous inequality results that 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/ 1/
1
ˆ ˆ ˆlimsup inf liminfT T Tn n m m n n
m nn
p p p
≥ →∞→∞
≤ ≤ . 
Therefore, the sequence ( pˆ (T n )) n  is convergent and 
( )( ) 1/ˆlim Tn n
n
p
→∞
= ( )( ) 1/
1
ˆinf Tn n
n
p
≥
. 
 
Corollary 2.6. If X is a locally convex space and P∈C(X), then for each T∈Q
P
(X) we have: 
a) r
P
(T) = ( )( ) ∈
∞→
pp nn
n
|ˆlim{sup /1T P  }= ( )( ) ∈
≥
pp nn
n
|ˆinf{sup /1
1
T P  } ; 
b) r
P
(T) ( )ˆ Tp≤ , ( )∀ ∈p P.  
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Lemma 2.7. Let (X,P) a locally convex space and T,S∈Q
P
(X). If TS=ST, then for each ∈p P  
we have 
( )( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup TS n n
n
p
→∞
( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/ˆ ˆlimsup limsupT Sn n n n
n n
p p
→∞ →∞
≤ . 
 Proof. From inequality 
( )ˆ TSp ≤ ( ) ( )ˆ ˆT Sp p , 
we have  
( )( )ˆ TS np ( ) ( )ˆ ˆT Sn np p≤ , ( )∀ n∈N * . 
 Therefore,  
( )( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup TS n n
n
p
→∞
( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/ˆ ˆlimsup limsupT Sn n n n
n n
p p
→∞ →∞
≤ . 
 
Corollary 2.8. Let X is a locally convex space and P∈C(X). If T,S∈Q
P
(X) such that TS=ST, 
then 
r
P
(TS) ≤ r
P
(T) r
P
(S). 
 
Lemma 2.9. Let (X,P) a locally convex space and T,S∈Q
P
(X). If TS=ST, then for each ∈p P 
there exists some seminorm q ∈P  such that 
( )( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup T+S n n
n
p
→∞
≤ ( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/ˆ ˆlimsup limsupT Sn nn n
n n
p p
→∞ →∞
+ . 
 Proof. For each 0ε >  there exists some seminorm index nε ∈N such that  
( )( ) 1/ˆ Tm mp ( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup Tn n
n
p ε
→∞
< + , 
( )( ) 1/ˆ Sm mp ( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup Sn n
n
p ε
→∞
< + , 
for every m nε≥ . Therefore, there exists 1k ≥  such that  
( )ˆ Tmp ( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup T mn n
n
k p ε
→∞
 < + 
 
, 
( )ˆ Smp ( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup S mn n
n
k p ε
→∞
 < + 
 
, 
for every m ∈N. Moreover, p  is a submultiplicative seminorm so we have 
( )( ) ( ) ( )
1
ˆ ˆ ˆT+S C T S
m
m k j m j
m
k
p p p −
=
≤∑ ≤  
( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/2
1
ˆ ˆlimsup limsupC T S
k m km n nk n n
m
n nk
k p pε ε
−
→∞ →∞=
   ≤ + +   
   
∑ = 
= ( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/2 ˆ ˆlimsup limsup 2T S mn nn n
n n
k p p ε
→∞ →∞
 + + 
 
. 
for every n nε≥ . Therefore 
( )( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup T+S n n
n
p
→∞
≤ ( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/ˆ ˆlimsup limsup 2T Sn nn n
n n
p p ε
→∞ →∞
+ +  
 Since 0ε >  is arbitrary chosen from previous relation results that 
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( )( )( ) 1/ˆlimsup T+S n n
n
p
→∞
≤ ( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/ˆ ˆlimsup limsupT Sn nn n
n n
p p
→∞ →∞
+ . 
 
Corollary 2.10. Let X is a locally convex space and P∈C(X). If T,S∈Q
P
(X)  such that  
TS=ST, then 
r
P
(T+S) ≤ r
P
(T) + r
P
(S). 
 
 From definition of the P –spectral radius of a quotient bounded operator and previous 
observation result the following proposition 
 
Proposition 2.11. Let X is a locally convex space and P∈C(X). 
1) If T∈(Q
P
(X)) 0 , then 
0lim =
∞→ n
n
n λ
T
, ( )∀ >|| λ r
P
(T); 
2) If T∈(Q
P
(X)) 0  and << ||0 λ r P (T), then the set 
1≥





n
n
n
λ
T
 is unbounded.   
3) For each T∈Q
P
(X) and every n 0>  we have 
r
P
(T n )= r
P
(T) n . 
 
 Proposition 2.12. Let X be a sequentially complete locally convex space and P∈C(X). If 
T∈(Q
P
(X)) 0  and >|| λ r P (T), then the Neumann series ∑
∞
=
+
0
1
n
n
n
λ
T
converges to ( )T,λR  (in Q
P
(X)) 
and ( )T,λR ∈Q
P
(X). 
Proof.  Let ∈β C such that 1||0 << β  and r
P
(T) λβ< . From proposition 2.11(1) we obtain 
that for each 0>ε  and every ∈p P , there exists some index ∈ε,pn N, with property  
pˆ ( ) 




n
n
λβ
T
ε< , ( )∀ ε,pnn ≥ . 
therefore, using corollary 1.4. we obtain  
p ( ) 





x
n
n
λβ
T ≤ pˆ ( ) 





n
n
λβ
T ( )xp ε< ( )xp , ( )∀ ε,pnn ≥ , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
 Since 1||0 << β , there exists 0n ∈N, such that 
1|| <∑
=
m
nk
kβ , ( )∀ 0nnm ≥> . 
 From previous relations result that for each 0>ε  and every ∈p P there exists an index 
∈= },max{ 0,, nnm pp εε N, for which we have  
p 





∑
=
x
m
nk
k
k
λ
T
≤ 





∑
=
m
nk
k|| βε ( )xp ε< ( )xp ,    (3)                   
for every ε,pmnm ≥>  and every ∈x X. 
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 Therefore, 
00
1
≥=
+ 





∑
m
m
k
k
k
x
λ
T
 is  a Cauchy sequence, for each  ∈x X .  
But X is sequentially complete, so for every ∈x X  there exists an unique element ∈y X such 
that  
∞→
=
m
y lim x
m
k
k
k
∑
=
+
0
1λ
T
. 
 We consider the operator S:X →X given by 
S ( ) =x
∞→m
lim x
m
k
k
k
∑
=
+
0
1λ
T
, ( )∀ ∈x X. 
 It is obvious that S is linear operator. Moreover, from equality 
∑
=
+
m
k
k
k
0
1λ
T
−xλ( T )x = −x x
m
m
1
1
+
+
λ
T
,  ( )∀ ∈x X, 
result that if ∞→m  then 
S −xλ( T )x = x ,  ( )∀ ∈x X. 
so S( λ I-T)=I. From continuity of the operator T result that 
ST x =
∞→m
lim ∑
=
+
m
k
k
k
0
1λ
T T x =
∞→m
lim T 





∑
=
+
x
m
k
k
k
0
1λ
T
=T 





∑
=
+
∞→
x
m
k
k
k
m 0
1lim λ
T
=TS x , 
for all ∈x X, therefore 
S( λ I-T)=( λ I-T)S=I. 
 The definition of P –spectral radius implies that family ( )
n
n
n








λβ
T
 is bounded in Q
P
(X), 
therefore for every ∈p P   there exists a constant 0>pε  with property 
pˆ ( ) 





n
n
λβ
T
ε< p , ( )∀ 1≥n . 
 Using again corollary 1.4. we have 
p 





x
n
n
λ
T
ε< p
n||β ( )xp , ( )∀ 1≥n , ( )∀ ∈x X, 
 Therefore, for every ∈p P  there exists some 0>pε  with property 
p 





∑
=
+
x
m
k
k
k
0
1λ
T
< || λ
ε p






∑
=
m
k
k
0
|| β ( )xp < || λ
ε p
||1
1
β− ( )xp , 
for every 1≥m  and every ∈x X, which implies that S= R ( λ ,T)∈Q
P
(X). 
 If we write the relation (3) under form 
p 





−∑∑
=
+
=
+
xx
n
k
k
km
k
k
k
0
1
0
1 λλ
TT
< ||λ
ε ( )xp , 
then for ∞→m  result that for every 0>ε  and every ∈p P  there exists some index ∈ε,pn N, such that 
p 





−∑
=
+
xSx
n
k
k
k
0
1λ
T
< ||λ
ε ( )xp , ( )∀ ε,pnn ≥ , ( )∀ ∈x X, 
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This implies that the Neumann series ∑
∞
=
+
0
1
n
n
n
λ
T
converges to ( )T,λR  in Q
P
(X). 
 
Proposition 2.13. Let X be a sequentially complete locally convex space and P∈C(X). If 
T∈Q
P
(X), then  
| σ (Q
P
,T) |= r
P
 (T). 
Proof. 
Inequality |σ (Q
P
,T) ≤| r
P
(T) is implied by previous proposition. 
We prove now the reverse inequality. From corollary 1.11. we have 
σ (Q
P
,T)= {∪ σ (X p ,T p ) ∈p| P   }= {∪ σ (X~ p , pT~ )  ∈p| P   }. 
so, if >|| λ | σ (Q
P
,T) | , then  
>|| λ | σ (X~ p , pT~ ) | , ( )∀ ∈p P. 
 But, X~ p  is Banach space for each ∈p P, therefore  
| σ (X~ p , pT~ ) |= r (X~ p , pT~ ) 
where r (X~ p , pT~ ) is spectral radius of bounded operator pT~  in X~ p . 
 This observation implies that for each ∈p P we have 0T →
n
np
λ
 in  L(X~ p ), which means that 
for every ∈p P  and every 0>ε  there exists ∈pn ,ε N, such that 
pˆ =





n
n
λ
T
p
n
np
λ
T
ε< , ( )∀ ≥n pn ,ε . 
Using proposition 2.4(3) and previous relation we have r
P
(T) || λ≤ .  
 But >|| λ | σ (Q
P
,T) |  is arbitrary chosen, then 
r
P
(T) ≤ | σ (Q
P
,T)|. 
 
 Definition 2.14. If X is a locally convex space and T∈Q
P
(X), we denote by σ (Q,T) the set 
{∩  σ (Q
P
,T) |  P∈C(X) such that T∈Q
P
(X) } . 
 
 Lemma 2.15. If X is a locally convex space and T∈Q
P
(X) then 
| σ (Q,T) | ≤ {inf r
P
(T) |  P∈C(X) such that T∈Q
P
(X) } . 
 Proof. This is a direct consequence of proposition 2.13. 
 
Definition 2.16. An operator T is quotient bounded operator on a locally convex space X if 
there exists some calibration P  on X such that T∈Q
P
(X). 
 
Observation 2.17. An operator T is quotient bounded on a locally convex space X if and only if 
there exists some calibration P∈C(X) such that pˆ (T) is finit for each ∈p P . 
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 Lemma 2.18. If X is a locally convex space and T is quotient bounded operator on X, then there 
exists some principal calibration P’∈C 0 (X) such that T∈Q P ,(X). 
 Proof. Let P be a calibration on X such that T∈Q
P
(X) and denote by P ’ the set of all 
seminorms given by relations 
( ) ( )xpxp i
ni ,1
max'
=
= , ( )∀ ∈x X, 
where ∈ip P ’, ni ,1= , and ∈n N. 
 Let ∈'p P’ be arbitrary chosen. Since T∈Q
P
(X), from previous observation and lemma 
1.3.3(2)  results that 
ip (T x )≤ ipˆ (T) ( )xp i , ( )∀ ∈x X, ni ,1= , 
  If 
ni
pc
,1
'
max
=
= ipˆ (T), then previous inequality implies that  
ip (T x )≤ 'pc ( )xp i ≤ 'pc ( )xp ' , ( )∀ ∈x X, ni ,1= , 
so   
'p (T x )≤
'pc ( )xp ' , ( )∀ ∈x X,  
Therefore, T∈Q
P
,(X). 
 
 Lemma 2.19. If X is a locally convex space and T∈Q
P
(X) then  
{inf r
P
(T) | P∈C 0 (X) such that T∈Q P (X) }= 
= {inf r
P
(T) | P∈C(X) such that T∈Q
P
(X) } 
  Proof. Assume that P∈C(X) such that T∈Q
P
(X).  
 If >|| λ r
P
(T), then the family 
0≥






n
n
n
λ
T
 is bounded in Q
P
(X), i.e. for every ∈p P  there 
exists 0>pε  such that 
pˆ ≤





n
n
λ
T
pε , ( )∀ ≥n 0 . 
 Let P’ be the principal calibration associated with the calibration P, i.e. for each ∈'p P’ there 
exists ∈npp ,...,1 P such that 
='p { }npp ,...,max 1 . 
 If { }
nppp
εεε ,...,max
1'
= , then  
'pˆ  ≤





n
n
λ
T
'pε , ( )∀ ≥n 0 . 
so >|| λ r
P '
(T). Since λ  is arbitrary chosen results  
r
P '
(T)≤ r
P
(T). 
 Therefore,  
{inf r
P
(T) | P∈C 0 (X) such that T∈Q P (X)} ≤ 
≤ {inf r
P
(T) | P∈C(X) such that T∈Q
P
(X)} 
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 The reverse inequality is obviously. 
 
 Lemma 2.20. If X is a locally convex space and T∈Q
P
(X) then 
σ (Q,T)= {∩  σ (Q
P
,T) |  P∈C 0 (X) such that T∈Q P (X) } . 
 Proof. From definition of the set σ (Q,T) results the inclusion  
σ (Q,T)⊂ {∩  σ (Q
P
,T) |  P∈C 0 (X) such that T∈Q P (X) } . 
 If ∉λ σ (Q,T), such that P∈C(X) such that ∈λ ρ (Q
P
,T), so for every ∈p P  we have 
pˆ ( )( ) <T,λR ∞ . 
 Denote by  P ’ the principal calibration of all seminorms 
( ) ( )xpxp i
ni ,1
max'
=
= , ( )∀ ∈x X, 
where ∈ip P ’, ni ,1= , and ∈n N. 
 Let ∈'p P’ be such seminorms. Since ( )T,λR ∈Q
P
(X), the lemma 1.3 (2) implies that 
ip ( ( )T,λR x )≤ ipˆ ( ( )T,λR  ) ( )xp i , ( )∀ ∈x X, ni ,1= , 
  If 
ni
pc
,1
'
max
=
= ipˆ (T), then previous inequality implies that 
ip ( ( )T,λR x )≤ 'pc ( )xp i ≤ 'pc ( )xp ' , ( )∀ ∈x X, ni ,1= , 
so we have  
'p ( ( )T,λR x )≤
'pc ( )xp ' , ( )∀ ∈x X,  
Therefore, ( )T,λR ∈Q
P
,(X) and ∉λ σ (Q
P
, ,T), which implies that  
{∩  σ (Q
P
,T) |  P∈C 0 (X) such that T∈Q P (X) } ⊂ σ (Q,T). 
 
  
3. Locally bounded operators 
 
Definition 3.1. Let P be a calibration on X. A linear operator T:X → X is universally bounded 
on (X,P) if exists a constant 00 >c  such that 
p (T )x ( )xpc0≤ , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
 Denote by B
P
(X) the collection of all universally bounded operators on (X,P). First we 
observe that B
P
(X) ⊂L(X). 
 
Lemma 3.2. If P a calibration on X, then B
P
(X) is an unital normed algebra with respect to the 
norm 
P
 defined by 
T
P
= ˆsup{ p (T)  ∈p  P  }, ( )∀ T∈B
P
(X). 
 Proof. From definition of P  and lemma 1.7.(2). We have 
( ) ≤xp T T
P
( )xp , ( ) ∈∀ x X, ( )∀ ∈p P. 
 If 0>M  such that  
( ) ≤xp T M ( )xp ( ) ∈∀ x, X, ( )∀ ∈p P, 
hence 
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pˆ (T) M≤ ,  ( )∀ ∈p P. 
 So, by definition we have T
P
M≤ . 
 
 
Definition 3.3. Let X and Y be topological vector spaces. An operator T:X →Y is said to be 
locally bounded if it maps some zero neighborhood into a bounded set. 
 
Observation 3.4. Let X be a locally bounded spaces. 
1) If T∈L(X), then the folowing statements are equivalent: 
a) T is continuous; 
b) T is quotient bounded; 
c) T is locally bounded. 
2) If we multiply a locally bounded operator by a continuous operator on the left the product is 
locally bounded. 
 
The class of local bounded operators is an algebra and it will be usually equipped with the 
topology of uniform convergence on a zero neighborhood. We say that a sequence (S n ) converge 
uniformly to zero on a zero neighborhood U if for each zero neighborhood V there exists a positive 
index ∈0n N such that 
 S n (U) ⊂ V, ( ) 0nn ≥∀ . 
 In terms of operator seminorms this definition is given by the following definition 
 
 Definition 3.5. Let X be a locally convex space. We say that a sequence (S n ) n  converges 
uniformly to zero on some zero-neighborhood if for each principal calibration P∈C 0 (X) there exists 
some seminorm ∈p P such that for every ∈q P and every 0>ε  there exists an index ∈ε,qn N, with 
the property  
pqm (S n ) ε< , ( )∀ ≥n ε,qn  
 A family G of bounded operators is  uniformly bounded on some zero-neighborhood if there 
exists some seminorm ∈p P  such that for every ∈q P  there exists 0>qε  with the property  
pqm (S) qε< , ( )∀  S∈G. 
 
 Definition 3.6. Let T be a locally bounded operator on locally convex space X. We say that 
λ∈ lbρ (T) if there exists a scalar α  and a locally bounded operator S on X such that 
(λ I − T) 1− =α I + S. 
 The spectral set lbσ (T) is defined to be the complement of the resolvent set lbρ (T). 
  
Definition 3.7. Given a linear operator T on a topological vector space X, we consider 
lbr (T)=
Tinf 0 0 uniformly on some zero neigborhood 
n
n
ν
ν
  
> → 
  
. 
 
Lemma 3.8. (lemma 2 [15])  If T 1  and T 2  are locally bounded operators on X, then there 
exists a calibration P ’ on X such that T 1 ,T 2 ∈B P ,(X). 
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 Proposition 3.9. (proposition 8. [3]) Let T be a locally bounded operator on a sequentially 
complete locally convex space X and P∈C(X) such that T∈Q
P
(X). If ∈p P  such that  
pqm (T) ∞< , ( )∀ ∈q P, 
then ρ (X p ,T p )= ρ ( X
~
p ,
pT
~
). 
 
Lemma 3.10. If X is a locally convex space and T∈LB(X), then 
l br (T)=
Tinf 0 |  is uniformly bounded on some zero-neighborhood 
n
n
n
ν
ν
   
>  
   
. 
 Proof. Let P∈C 0 (X) and  
r ’(T)= 
Tinf 0 |  is uniformly bounded on some zero-neighborhood 
n
n
n
ν
ν
   
>  
   
. 
 Assume that >ν l br (T), i.e. the sequence 
n
n
n






ν
T
 converges to zero uniformly on some zero 
neighborhoods. Then, there exists some seminorm ∈1p P  such that for each ∈q P  and every 0>ε  
there exists an index ∈ε,qn N, with the property  
qpm 1  





n
n
ν
T
ε< , ( )∀ ≥n ε,qn  
 Since T is locally bounded, there exists some seminorm ∈2p P such that for each ∈q P  we 
have qpm 2 (T) ∞< . But the calibration P is principal so there exists some seminorm ∈0p P such 
that  
01 pp ≤  and 02 pp ≤ . 
 Let 0>ε  be arbitrary fixed. Then for each ∈q P we have 
qpm 0 





n
n
ν
T
= ( )






≤





1|sup 0 xpxq n
n
ν
T ≤  
≤ ( )






≤





1|sup 1 xpxq n
n
ν
T
= qpm 1  





n
n
ν
T
, ( )∀ ≥n ε,qn  
qpm 0 





ν
T
= ( )






≤




 1|sup 0 xpxq ν
T ≤  
≤ ( )






≤




 1|sup 2 xpxq ν
T
= qpm 2  





ν
T
. 
 Moreover, from lemma 1.3(2) results 
( )xpmxpmxq
k
kqpkqpk 212 22 ... 





≤≤











≤





− νννν
k1-kk TTTT
, ( )∀ ∈x X, 
where 
,
1, 1qk n ε= − , so by corollary 1.4 we have 
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≤





kqpm ν
kT
2
k
qpm 





ν
T
2
, 
,
1, 1qk n ε= − . 
 If  




















=
−1
,
22
,...,,max
ε
νν
εα
qn
qpqpq mm
TT
, 
then by previous relations results 
qpm 0 





n
n
ν
T
≤ qα , ( )∀ ∈n N. 
 This relation implies that the family 
n
n
n






ν
T
 is uniformly bounded on some zero-neighborhood, 
so r ’(T) ν≤ . Since >ν l br  (T) is arbitrary chosen we have r ’(T) ≤  l br (T). 
 We prove now the reverse inequality. If >α r ’(T), then there exists  
(β ∈ r ’(T),α ), 
such that the sequence 
n
n
n






β
T
 is uniformly bounded on a zero neighborhood, i.e. the exists some 
seminorm ∈0p P such that for each ∈q P there exists 0>qβ  for which we have 
qpm 0 





n
n
β
T
< qβ , ( )∀ n ∈N. 
 Therefore 
qpm 0 





n
n
α
T
=
n






α
β
qpm 0 





n
n
β
T
<
n






α
β
qβ , ( )∀ n ∈N. 
 Since 1<
a
β
 results that for every ∈q P and each 0>ε  there exists some index ∈ε,qn N with 
the property  
n






α
β
qβ ε< , ( )∀ ≥n ε,qn . 
 Therefore 
qpm 0 





n
n
α
T
ε< , ( )∀ ≥n ε,qn , 
so the sequence 





n
n
α
T
n  converges uniformly to zero on some zero neighborhood and l br  (T) α≤ . 
  But >α r ’(T) is arbitrary chosen, so l br (T) ≤ r ’(T). 
  
 Proposition 3.11. If X is a locally convex space and T∈LB(X), then 
l bσ (T)=σ (Q, T)=σ (T). 
 Proof. The inclusion σ (T) ⊂ σ (Q, T) is obviously. 
 If ∉λ l bσ (T), then there exists ∈α C and S∈LB(X) such that  
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( λ I-T) 1− =α I+S. 
 By lemma 3.8 there exists P ∈C(X) such that T, S∈B
P
(X) and 
( λ I-T) 1− ∈B
P
(X) ⊂ Q
P
(X), 
from which results that ∉λ σ (Q
P
, T) and σ (Q,T) ⊂ l bσ (T). 
 We prove the reverse inclusion l bσ (T) ⊂ σ (T). There are two different cases.  
 If X is locally bounded, then by observation 3.4(1) we have l bσ (T)=σ (T). 
 Assume that the space X is not locally bounded. If 0≠λ , such that ∉λ σ (T), then the operator 
λ(R , T) is continuous. From equality 
λ(R , T) ( λ I-T)=I 
results 
λ(R , T)= λ
1 λ(R , T) T+ λ
1 I 
 By observation 3.4 (2) the previous equality implies that the operator λ
1 λ(R , T) T is locally 
bounded, so ∉λ l bσ (T).  
 If ∉= 0λ σ (T), then the operators 0(R , T)= −( T) 1−  is continuous, so from the equality 
I= −( T) 1− (-T) it results that the identity operator is locally bounded, which contradict the assumption 
that X is not locally bounded. 
 Therefore 0=λ  is in each set considerate (σ (T), σ (Q, T), respectively l bσ (T)) in the case 
that X is not locally bounded. 
 From previous observations results that l bσ (T) ⊂ σ (T). 
  
 Proposition 3.12. If T is a locally bounded operator on a locally convex space X, then  
l br (T)= {inf r P (T) |   P∈C(X) such that T∈Q P (X) } . 
 Proof.  We denote  
'r (T)= {inf r
P
(T) |  P∈C(X) such that T∈Q
P
(X) }  
 If >λ l br (T) and P∈C 0 (X), such that T∈Q P (X), then there exists (µ∈ r lm (T), )λ  such that 
the sequence 
1≥






n
n
n
µ
T
 converges to zero on a zero neighborhood, i.e. there exists a seminorm ∈p P 
such that for each ∈q P  and every 0ε >  there exists some index  ∈ε,qn N with the property  
pqm 





n
n
µ
T
ε< , ( )∀ ≥n ε,qn . 
 Let consider the family of seminorms  Q= ∈≥ qmqm ,1|{ P  } , where 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }xqxpmxqm ,max= , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
 It is obviously that Q∈C(X) and T is quotient bounded operator with respect to the calibration 
Q. If ∈mq Q, then we have 
mq ≤


















=





xqxpmx
n
n
n
n
n
n
µµµ
TTT
,max  
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( ) ( ) ≤


















≤ xpmxppm
n
n
pqn
n
µµ
TT
,ˆmax  
( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( )xqxpmxpxpm mεεεε ≤≤≤ ,max , 
for each { }εεε ,,, ,max qp
m
q nnnn =≥ .  
 Previous relation and corollary 1. 4 implies that 
mqˆ εµ
≤





n
nT
, ( )∀ ε,
m
qnn ≥ , 
therefore, since 1<λ
µ
, results 
mqˆ
n
n
n






=





λ
µ
λ
T
mqˆ εµ
<





n
nT
, ( )∀ ε,
m
qnn ≥ . 
 From proposition 2.4 (3) results that r
Q
(T) λ≤ , so 'r (T) λ≤ . Since >|| λ r lm (T) is arbitrary 
chosen we have 'r (T) ≤ l br (T). 
 Now we prove the opposite inequality. If >λ r ’(T), then by lemma 2.18 and proposition 2.11 
(3) there exists [∈µ r ’(T), )λ  and P∈C 0 (X) such that the sequence 
1≥






n
n
n
µ
T
 converges to zero in 
Q
P
(X), i.e. for each 0>ε  and every ∈p P there exists an index ∈ε,pn N with property  
pˆ 





n
n
µ
T
ε< , ( )∀ ε,pnn ≥ . 
 But T is locally bounded, so there exists ∈q P with the property that for each ∈p P there 
exists 0>pc  such that 
pqm 





µ
T
pc< . 
 Therefore, for each 0>ε  and every ∈p P there exists some index ∈ε,pn N, with the property  
p 





+
+
x
n
n
1
1
λ
T
=
1+






n
λ
µ p qp
n
n
n
mx
1+





≤












λ
µ
µµ
TT






µ
T q ≤





x
n
n
µ
T
 
1+






<
n
λ
µ
pc ε ( )xq ( )xqε< , ( )∀ ∈x X, 
for each n ≥
,pn ε . From corollary 1.4 results that for each 0>ε  and every ∈p P there exists an index 
∈ε,pn N, such that 
pqm 





n
n
λ
T
ε< , ( )∀ ≥n ε,pn , 
so the sequence 
1≥






n
n
n
λ
T
 converges to zero on a zero neighborhood, which means that l br (T) λ≤ . 
Since >|| λ r ’(T) is arbitrary chosen results that l br (T)≤ 'r (T). 
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 Lemma 3.13. Let T be a locally bounded operator on a locally convex space and P∈C(X), such 
that T∈Q
P
(X). If  ∈p P such that  
pqm (T) ∞< , ( )∀ ∈q P, 
and ∈λ ρ (T) have the property  
pˆ ( )( ) ∞<T,λR , 
then ∈λ ρ (X p , T p ) and  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ppp NxRNxR +=+ TT ,, λλ , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
 Proof. Denote by I p  the identity operator on the space X p . From definition of the operator T
p
 
results that ∈λ ρ (X p , T p ) and is obviously that the operator S: X p →X p , given by relation  
S ( )pNx + = ( )T,λR ( ) pNx + , ( )∀ ∈x X, 
is linear and continuous on X p . Moreover, from the definition of the operator T
p
 results the equalities 
S (λ I p -T p ) ( )pNx + =S ((λ I-T) p ( )pNx + )=S ((λ I-T) ( )x + pN )= 
= ( )T,λR  (λ I-T) ( )x + pN  = x + pN . 
(λ I p -T p ) S ( )pNx + =(λ I p -T p ) S ( )pNx +  =(λ I p -T p ) ( ( )T,λR ( ) pNx + )= 
=(λ I-T) p  ( ( )T,λR ( ) pNx + )=(λ I-T) ( )T,λR ( )x + pN  = x + pN , 
for each ∈x X. Therefore S= ( )pR T,λ . 
  
 The next theorem was proved by Troitsky [22], but since I consider that this demonstration 
contains some errors I will give a different demonstration. 
 
 Proposition 3.14. If T is a locally bounded operator on a sequentially complete locally convex 
space X, then  
l br (T)= | σ (T) |= | lmσ (T) |= | σ (Q, T) | . 
 Proof.  Since lmσ (T)=σ (Q, T)=σ (T) from the proposition 5.5 [22] results 
| σ (T) |= | l bσ (T) |= | σ (Q, T) | ≤ l br (T). 
Let P∈C 0 (X), arbitrary chosen, such that T∈Q P (X). Since T is locally bounded there exists 
some seminorm ∈p P  such that 
pqm (T) ∞<< qc , ( )∀ ∈q P, 
We prove that    
σ (X
~
p ,
pT
~
)⊂ l bσ (T) and l br  (T)≤ r (X~ p , pT~ ), 
where r ( X~ p ,
pT
~ ) is spectral radius of the operators pT~  in algebra L(X~ p ). 
 We observe that if 1pp ≤ , then  
qpm 1 (T)≤ pqm (T) ∞<< qc , ( )∀ ∈q P. 
 First we will show that σ ( X~ p ,
pT
~
)⊂ l bσ (T). If ∈λ l bρ (T), then from proposition 3.11 
results ∈λ ρ (T). 
Assume that l br (T) 1< .  
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 I. If l br (T) || λ< , then by proposition 5.5 [22] the series ∑
∞
=
+
0
1
n
n
n
λ
T
 converges uniformly on zero- 
neighborhood to ( )T,λR , i.e. there exists a seminorm ∈0q P  such that for every seminorm ∈q P and  
every 0>ε  there exists some index ∈ε,qn N, with property  
qqm 0 ( ) 





−∑
=
+
n
k
k
k
R
0
1, λ
λ TT <ε , ( )∀ ε,qnn ≥ . 
 Moreover, from lemma 3.10 the sequence 
n
n
n






λ
T
 is uniformly bounded on a zero-
neighborhood, i.e. there exists some seminorm ∈1q P  such that for each ∈q P  there exists 0>qβ  for 
which we have 
qqm
`1 





n
n
λ
T
< qβ , ( )∀ n ∈N. 
 Since the calibration P is principal results that there exists a seminorm ∈2q P such that  
21 qq ≤  and 20 qq ≤ . 
 From previous relation results that for each ∈q P  the folowing inequalities holds 
q ( )( ) ≤xR T,λ q ( ) +
















−∑
=
+
xR
qn
k
k
kε
λ
λ
0
1,
T
T q ≤








∑
=
+
x
qn
k
k
kε
λ0 1
T
 
≤ qqm 0 ( ) 






−∑
=
+
ε
λ
λ
qn
k
k
k
R
0
1,
T
T ( )+xq0 





+
=
∑ xq k
kqn
k
1
0 λ
ε
T ≤ 
≤ qqm 0 ( ) 






−∑
=
+
ε
λ
λ
qn
k
k
k
R
0
1,
T
T ( ) +xq0 












+
+
=
− ∑ 1
1
1
1 k
kqn
k
qqm λ
λ
ε
T ( ) ≤xq1  
( )11 −− ++≤ λβλε ε qqn ( )xq2 , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
 Therefore, for each ∈q P there exists a constant  
011 >++= −− λβλεγ ε qqq n  
such that 
q ( )( ) ≤xR T,λ qγ ( )xq2 , ( )∀ ∈x X. 
 Let ∈1p P be a seminorms such that 12 pq ≤  and 1pp ≤ . The previous inequality implies that  
q ( )( ) ≤xR T,λ qγ ( )xp 1 , ( )∀ ∈x X, 
so   
    qpm 1 ( )( ) ∞<T,λR , ( )∀ ∈q P,    (4) 
 and particularly pˆ ( )( ) ∞<T,λR . 
 Moreover, from the observation we made at the beginning of the demonstration results  
qpm 1 (T)≤ pqm (T) ∞<< qc . 
Without lose the generality of demonstration we can assume that the seminorm p  considerate 
at the beginning of the demonstration is the seminorm 1p . Therefore, the conditions of lemma 3.13  
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are fulfilled, so ∈λ ρ (X p , T p ) and by proposition 3.9 we have ∈λ ρ ( X
~
p ,
pT
~
). 
 If ≤|| λ l br (T), then l br (T) ||1 1−<< λ , and by previous case we have  
∈−1λ ρ (X p , T p )= ρ ( X
~
p ,
pT
~
). 
 Since ∈−1,λλ ρ (T) from equalities  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]=−−−−− −−−−− 11111 , TIITIT -1 λλλλλλλ R  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) =−=−−−= −− TITITIT λλλλλλ ,, 11 RR I 
results 
    ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )TITTII-1 −−=−−− −−−−−− 111111 , λλλλλλλ R .  (5)  
which implies that ( )-11−− λλ ∈ ( )( )T,1−λρ R .  
The relation (4) ( 1λ −  fulfill the condition of the previous case) implies that 
qpm ( ( )T,1−λR ) ∞< , ( )∀ ∈q P, 
so the lemma 3.13 and the proposition 3.10 implies that the operators 
( ) ( ) 111 ~~~ −−− −−− ppp TII-1 λλλ  
is invertible and continuous on the Banach space X~ p , so  
( ) ( )[ ] ∈−−− −−−− 1111 ~~~ ppp TII-1 λλλ L(X~ p ). 
 Since the relation (5) is equivalently with 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 11111111, −−−−−−−− −−−−−= TITIIT -1 λλλλλλλR  
from previous observations results that ∈λ ρ ( X~ p , pT
~
). 
 II. Assume that ≤1 l br (T) ∞<< c  (T is locally bounded). Then the operator T =1 1−c T is locally 
bounded and satisfies the properties specified at the beginning of the demonstration with the respect to 
the seminorm p and l br (T 1 )<1.  
Therefore we are in the conditions of the case I, so 
1−c ρ l b (T)= ρ l b (T 1 )⊂ ρ (X
~
p ,
p
1
~
T )= 1−c ρ (X~ p , pT
~
), 
 Therefore, we have σ ( X~ p ,
pT
~
)⊂ l bσ (T). 
 Let show that l br (T)≤ r (X
~
p ,
pT
~
).  
If >λ r (X~ p , pT
~
), then there exists (µ∈ r (X~ p , pT
~
), )λ  such that the sequence ( )
1
~
≥








n
n
np
µ
T
 
converges to zero in  L(X~ p ), i.e. for every 0>ε  there exists some index ∈ε,pn N such that  
( )
ε
µµ
<=





p
n
np
n
n
p TT
~
ˆ , ( )∀ ε,pnn ≥ . 
 Therefore, for each ∈q P and every 0>ε  we have 
( ) ≤










≤











=





+
+
+
++
+
+
xpmxqxq
n
n
pq
n
n
nn
n
n
1
1
1
11
1
1
µλ
µ
µλ
µ
λ
T
T
TT
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( ) 










≤ − xpm
n
n
pq
n
µλ
µλ TT1 ≤ ( ) ( )≤











−
xppm
n
n
pq
n
λλ
µλ TT ˆ1  
( )xpc
n
q ελ
µλ 




≤ −1 . 
But 1<λ
µ
, so  
( )xpxq
n
n
ε
λ
<





+
+
1
1T
 
for every n  sufficiently large and every ∈x X. 
 By corollary 1.4 the previous inequality implies that for every ∈q P and each 0>ε there exists 
some index ∈ε,qn N such that 
 ε
λ
<





n
n
pqm
T
, ( )∀ ε,qnn ≥ , 
i.e. the sequence 
n
n
n






λ
T
 converges uniformly to zero on a zero-neighborhood, so >λ l br (T). 
Since >λ r (X~ p , pT
~
) is arbitrary chosen results  
l br (T)≤ r ( X
~
p ,
pT
~
). 
Therefore, the next statement hold  
| σ (X~ p , pT~ ) ≤| | σ (Q, T) |= | l bσ (T) ≤| l br (T)≤ r (X~ p , pT~ ), 
 Since pT~  is a bounded operator on the Banach space X~ p  result   
| σ ( X~ p , pT~ ) =| r ( X~ p , pT~ ), 
therefore the proposition is proved. 
 
Theorem 3.15. If T is a locally bounded operator on a sequentially complete locally convex 
space, then the spectral set σ (T) is compact  
 Proof. 
Let remind to us that σ (T)=σ l b (T) (proposition 3.11).  
If ∈λ l bρ (T), then from definition of l bρ (T) result that there exists some scalar ∈α C and 
some locally bounded operator S such that 
λ( I-T) 1− =α I+S. 
The lemma 3.8 implies that there exists some calibration P∈C(X) such that T, S∈B
P
(X). 
Moreover, we have λ( I-T) 1− ∈B
P
(X).  
Let ∈µ C such that ( ) 1−< T-Iλµ
P
1−
. We will show that ∈+ µλ ρ (T).  
Since ( ) 1−T-Iλµ
P
1< , the operatorial series  
( )∑
∞
=
−
0k
kµ ( ) ( )1+− kT-Iλ  
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converges in operatorial norm of the space B
P
(X). By proposition 1 [5] the algebra B
P
(X) is 
complete, so there exists an operator R ( )µ ∈B
P
(X) such that  
( )∑
∞
=
−
0k
kµ ( ) ( )1+− kT-Iλ = R ( )µ . 
 Using equality 
( )( )T-Iµλ +  R ( )µ = ( )T-Iλ  R ( )µ +µ  R ( )µ = 
= ( )T-Iλ ( ) ( ) ( ) 





−
+−
∞
=
∑ 1
0
k
k
k
T-Iλµ + µ  ( ) ( ) ( ) 





−
+−
∞
=
∑ 1
0
k
k
k
T-Iλµ = 
= ( ) ( ) k
k
k −
∞
=
∑ − T-Iλµ
0
( ) ( ) ( )1
0
1 +−
∞
=
+∑ −− k
k
k
T-Iλµ =I 
 
R ( )µ ( )( )T-Iµλ + =µ R ( )µ +R ( )µ ( )T-Iλ = 
=µ  ( ) ( ) ( ) 





−
+−
∞
=
∑ 1
0
k
k
k
T-Iλµ + ( ) ( ) ( ) 





−
+−
∞
=
∑ 1
0
k
k
k
T-Iλµ ( )T-Iλ = 
= ( ) ( ) ( )1
0
1 +−
∞
=
+∑ −− k
k
k
T-Iλµ + ( ) ( ) k
k
k −
∞
=
∑ − T-Iλµ
0
=I 
we have  
∈+ µλ ρ (B
P
, T)⊂ ρ (T). 
 Therefore  
<− |||{ λββ ( ) 1−T-Iλ
P
1− ⊂} ρ (T), 
Since ∈λ lmρ (T) is an arbitrary chosen result that the set ρ (T) is open, so the spectral set 
σ (T) is closed. The spectral set σ (B
P
, T) is compact, so from the inclusion σ (T)⊂ σ (B
P
, T) 
results that the set σ (T) is compact.  
 
Observation 3.16. The function 
→µ R ( )µ = ( )( ) 1−+ T-Iµλ , 
is analytic at the point 0=µ . 
 
 Corollary 3.17.  Let T be a locally bounded operator on the space X. If ∈λ ρ (T) and ( )λd  is 
the distance from λ  to the spectrumσ (T), then for each calibration P∈C(X), with the property 
λ( I−T) 1− , T∈B
P
(X), we have ( ) 1−T-Iλ
P ( )λd
1≥ . 
 Proof.  
If P∈C(X) is a calibration such that λ( I-T) 1− , T∈B
P
(X), then in the demonstration of 
previous theorem we showed that for each scalar ∈µ C with the property ( ) 1−< T-Iλµ
P
1−
 we 
have  
∈+ µλ ρ (B
P
, T)⊂ ρ (T), 
so ( ) 11 −−T-Iλ
P
( )λd≤ .  
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